
 

A Mars colony could be a hydrogen factory,
providing propellant for the inner solar
system

October 28 2021, by Andy Tomaswick

  
 

  

Artist’s conception of an established Martian colony. Credit: SpaceX

There are lots of potential uses for a Mars colony. It could be a research
outpost, mining colony, or even a possible second home if something
happens to go drastically wrong on our first one. But it could also be a
potential source of what is sure to be one of the most valuable elements
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in the space economy—hydrogen.

A new paper from Dr. Mikhail Shubov at the University of
Massachusetts Lowell discusses just such an eventuality. Hydrogen is
useful in myriad applications. From creating water to exploding as 
rocket fuel, the most abundant element in the universe sure has many
uses. The problem is it's relatively hard to get access to in the broader
solar system.

There is plenty of it in Jupiter or even the sun, but extracting the
material from those enormous gravity wells is not particularly cost-
effective. Smaller orbital bodies, such as asteroids, have some water that
could be used as a hydrogen source, but they are not large enough to
provide all of the solar system's needs.

One particular location in the solar system does have an abundant
potential source of hydrogen and a relatively weak gravity well—Mars.
Admittedly the hydrogen on the red planet is in water form. However,
hydrolysis is a fairly common reaction that requires power and has the
added benefit of producing pure oxygen, which is valuable in its own
right.

Water has plenty of other uses on Mars, though, not the least of which
would be sustaining any colony that would be looking to perform
hydrogen export in the first place. However, water recycling will likely
be a common technique in the early days of any colony, so once enough
water is collected, additional input would only need to match the losses
of any water reclamation system.

While it might not seem like it at first glance, Mars has a lot of water.
Satellites have detected more than 5 million km3 of ice on or near its
surface. If even a tiny fragment of that is exploited for water
consumption at a colony, it could indefinitely support tens of thousands
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of residents.

That leads to another question—what to do with the water left on the
surface after meeting the colony's needs. It could be used in any future
terraforming efforts, but it would likely be more valuable to the solar
system's economy if turned directly into hydrogen.

Dr. Shubov suggests doing precisely that—but only after the surrounding
economy has grown enough to warrant mass use of hydrogen in space.
That includes not only orbital infrastructure, like the Gateway space
station but also the Mars colony itself. In the paper he suggests starting a
hydrogen extraction process when approximately 10,000 people are
resident in a future Martian colony. He even goes so far as to estimate
the total amount of steel and plastic necessary to build a large enough
colony to support all those colonists.

Those aren't the only stipulations, though—having launch infrastructure
on the planet itself is key to making the economic argument to ship
hydrogen off-world. One potential infrastructure solution is a mass
driver—a type of very long rail gun that could potentially launch
packages of hydrogen straight from the Martian surface into orbit. While
there are even plans to build such a system on Earth, the physics of Mars
is much more amenable to the large-scale engineering needed to build
mass drivers or other infrastructures that could significantly decrease
orbital launch costs.

It's great to get the hydrogen into orbit around Mars, but where does it go
from there? To Earth is the most likely answer, at least until other bases
in the solar system start to require their own hydrogen. Getting a
significant amount of gas to Earth will require not burning some of that
fuel. However, various potential cyclical solutions have been discussed,
the most famous—the Aldrin Cycler.
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We're still very far from any need for such a hydrogen market, even on
Earth, let alone in space. But that will never stop some dreamers from
coming up with scenarios that could fundamentally alter the economics
of the solar system.

  More information: Mikhail Shubov, Feasibility Study For Hydrogen
Producing Colony on Mars. arXiv:2110.10795v1 [physics.pop-ph], 
arxiv.org/abs/2110.10795
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